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Apple Pro Training Series : Advanced Editing Techniques in Final Cut Pro 5Peachpit Press, 2005
In the only Apple-certified guide to advanced video editing techniques, award-winning filmmaker Michael Wohl delivers comprehensive training in the real-world skills that professionals use every day. Working through six hours of superb raw footage on two DVD-9 discs, you'll learn to cut dialogue, action, comedy, chases, fights, interviews,...
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Network+ 2005 Q&ACourse Technology PTR, 2005
"Network+ 2005 Q&A" is a straightforward, cut-and-dry guide to preparing for the Network+ exam. Providing 800 questions and answers for the new Network+ exam, this no-fluff guide is designed to encourage self-study. Test your skills as you work through each question and then check your answers at the end of each chapter. You`ll get...
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Java 2 Web Developer Certification Study Guide with CD-ROMSybex, 2002
The Sun Certified Web Component Developer exam is expected to gain quickly in popularity because of the strong impact of Java 2 Enterprise Edition in the marketplace. This Study Guide, aimed at experienced Java programmers, covers all enterprise-level topics comprising the objectives for the exam, including servlets, exception handling, session...
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Panoramic Photography: From Composition and Exposure to Final ExhibitionFocal Press, 2007
"There is a revolutin underway in panoramic photography, with new and radically better techniques yielding new possibilities and a growing number of enthusiasts"
Canadian Camera (2007)     

       It has never been easier to make panoramas--both in terms of the new lightweight equipment and the spectacular quality of the...
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Hands-On Programming with R: Write Your Own Functions and SimulationsO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Learn how to program by diving into the R language, and then use your newfound skills to solve practical data science problems. With this book, you’ll learn how to load data, assemble and disassemble data objects, navigate R’s environment system, write your own functions, and use all of R’s programming tools.
...
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OCP Instructors Guide for Oracle DBA Certification: A Study Guide to Advanced Oracle Certified Professional Database Administration TechniquesRampant Techpress, 2004

	An instructor’s guide for teaching Oracle DBA certification candidates, this book is highly technical and written for Oracle Certified Professional (OCP) DBA instructors who want to ensure that their students successfully pass their Oracle OCP certification exam. Covering those OCP topics that students find the most challenging,...
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Engineering MathematicsRoutledge, 2010
	
		Colour layout helps navigation and highlights key learning points, formulae and exercises
	
		Fully up-to-date with Levels 2 and 3 of the BTEC Engineering Specifications
	
		Containing 1000 worked problems, 1750 further problems and 238 multiple-choice questions and answers
	
		Real-world situations...
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Packet Guide to Voice over IP: A system administrator's guide to VoIP technologiesO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Go under the hood of an operating Voice over IP network, and build your knowledge of the protocols and architectures used by this Internet telephony technology. With this concise guide, you’ll learn about services involved in VoIP and get a first-hand view of network data packets from the time the phones boot through calls and...
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Electric Machinery and Power System FundamentalsMcGraw-Hill, 2001
Stephen J. Chapman is a leading author in the area of machines. He brings his expertise to the table again in "An Introduction to Electric Machinery and Power Systems." This text is designed to be used in a course that combines machinery and power systems into one semester. Chapman's new book is designed to be flexible and allow...
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Photoshop Elements 8 Digital ClassroomJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	A complete book-and-DVD training package covering Photoshop Elements 8.Photoshop Elements combines an easy-to-use set of features and enhancements combined with image editing power in an affordable program. The newest version—Photoshop Elements 8—features more online integration with products like the new Flash-based Web...
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Pulleys (Early Bird Physics Series)Lerner Publications, 2001

	About the Authors


	Sally M. Walker is the author of many books for young readers. When she isn’t busy writing and doing research for books, Ms. Walker works as a children’s literature consultant. She has taught children’s literature at Northern Illinois University and has given presentations at many reading...
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Graphic Design Portfolio-Builder : Adobe Photoshop and Adobe Illustrator ProjectsPeachpit Press, 2005
Self-paced, self-guided instruction is all well and good, but at the end of the day, most people could use a little feedback--especially when they're ready to build a design portfolio and hit the job market. Not to worry, this book provides actual instructor feedback along with the self-paced, individualized instruction in Photoshop and Illustrator...
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